
Letter to the governments of countries Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, 
Romania,  Bulgaria,  Turkey,  Austria,  Germany,  Swiss,  Italian,  French, 
Portuguese  Republic  and the  Kingdom of  Spain,  Belgium,  Netherlands, 
Luxembourg duchy. For the country's head of government, presidents and 
kings of these countries, the Prime Minister of government, the Ministry of 
these countries and the governments of the country's.
For Senat and parliaments of these states and government's, prosecutorial 
and public prosecution of these countries' governments. The letter is also 
for anti-corruption police and the Unit for Combating Organized Crime, 
Security service and the fight against terrorism.
Letter to the European Commission, European Union, Council of Europe 
and the Ministry. OLAF and the OSCE

• The  letter  is  designed  for  the  observation  from  foreign  agencies  for 
measuring and rating trustworthiness of the country, security, cooperation, 
economical right, security, more. Letters may be specified for each agencies 
around the world.

• The  letter  is  designed  for  the  observation  and  subsequent  promotional 
collaboration for media agencies and associations worldwide. 

• Nobody has any right to block a letter forbidding its publication!Letter is a  
legal document and must not anyone make a blocking against him!

The  letter  is  a  statement  about  world  terrorism,  political  fraud  and  political  rights  abuses,  
corruption,  violations of international law, robbing of possible 170 governments of countries  
around  the  world  on  several  triliard  and  can  to  Quadriliard's  euro,  secrecy  and  murder  
sistematicaly 215 million children. Tyranny, torture, rape of children forced into slavery, robbing  
human  rights,  creating  a  conflict  for  the  emergence  of  a  new world  war,  abuse  of  special  
technologies for manipulating space and creating mass destruction, threats to security, terrorism,  
attacks on other countries' governments, much more.
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Good day for the governments of countries and presented in the main part of the letter, 
a good day for presidents and kings of these countries, for the other main political 
persons in  these  countries,  a  good day for the  world media  television,  diaries  and 
correspondents

Like the first one to comment and to be reported simultaneous terrorist actions of  your country 
and the Government  of  the country.  Terrorism and illegal  organized movement against  my 
person, against several other other persons, companies, organizations and groups at the same 
time  against  several  other  governments  of  the  countries  around  the  world.  Terrorism that 
creates and provokes several European countries that are discussed in the main text of  the letter 
at the same time, terrorism is encouraged from the European Union, the Council of  Europe, and 
partly from the United Nations, NATO / OTAN, OSCE.
The letter is a short statement about terrorism from these countries and political groups. One is  
the  terrorism worth  robbing  and  blocking  freedom and  human rights,  illegal  formation  of  
political blocking, blocking roads, robbing the rights of  businesses, robbed of  economic value in 
the  direction  of  several  trading  companies,  several  banks  and  international  banks,  legal 
territory  with  political  sovereignty,  projects  to  colonize  the  universe  and  international 
cooperation. At the same time blocking my project to help the children of  215 million which, 
due to blockage had to die of  hunger at the same time 800 million people every day face the  
same threat worldwide. Today it is an illegal attempt to block my projects abroad and projects 
in the direction of  political, economic and development cooperation. Blocking for projects for  
the development of  civilization and common policies, today we are in terms of  lost values that 
extends over several tens to hundreds Quadriliard's Euro.
Today, European countries and the European Union supports terrorism and seeks to spread this 
terrorist activity through cooperation with foreign companies and the creation of  efforts to 
promote  robbing  my  person  about  business  and  patent  rights,  plans  and  projects  for 
development and further. Efforts to dismantle and destroy my political competition, effort to 
conceal the evidence of  such activity. European terrorist groups seek to expand their illegal 
terrorist  alliance  of  world  politics  and divide  into  several  parts  in  two halves.  Striving  for 
victory in the form of  corruption court in the country and foreign persons in the human rights  
organization or for safety. Creating a new world war threats and supported by a strategy for 
creating a new world war which can mean exterminated 3/4 of  humanity on planet Earth if  
European terrorism and foreign terrorist alliance to gain victory.
According  Further  details  of  European  political  terrorism  against  my  person,  today  it  is 
blocking, robbed of  human rights, child rape, abuse through hypnotism, political fraud, and 
abuse of  political power and corruption, threats, violence, obstruction of  medical assistance and 
the possibility of  using normal situation, support genocide worth 215 million children, an effort  
to create a conflict for the emergence of  a new world war, blocking evidence of  illegal activity, 
tampering with evidence and political fraud, oppression against liberty, tyranny and torture, 
tortured to death, oppression against the witnesses and media abuse of  political cooperation for 
expanding the Acts of  terror cooperation from abroad or create false political steps by foreign 
persons. It is also the blocking of  the judiciary and the Department of  terrorism or organized  
crime,  corruption and coercion.  Abuse accounts  at  banks and abuse  of  private information 
under the law. Many other directions of  organized crime and terrorism.
Today, in the direction of  terrorism abroad in the form of  terrorism from European countries 
and  political  parties  that  are  presented  in  the  letter,  it's  terrorism  against  maybe  170 
governments of  countries around the world. It terrorism in many ways and qualifications. It is 
a  political  fraud,  falsehood  and  corruption,  falsification  of  documents  and  evidence  or 
communication, indoor proof  before other governments earth, blocking published evidence and 
blocking communication, coercion and threats against heads of  foreign governments and foreign 



media services or organizations for cooperation. Today is an effort to oppression against these 
political parties and robbed of  financial value in the direction of  several Triliard Euro and up to  
the value of  several  possible Quadriliard's  Euro,  from any government of  a country on the  
planet. Each average the government of  countries around the world, the country's government 
has confirmed the possibility that ever needs values across several hundred Quadriliard's Euro 
which is legal execution anytime from Europe. To do this, it is a fraud and stripped of  Army 
values for each country, the values in the direction of  several tens of  trillions of  euro every 
government on the planet earth. It is also the robbing of  value in the direction of  new cities and 
civilization which is equal to the most advanced civilizations from around the world. The New 
city's  and civilization in the minimum values of  several  trillion euros.  Strong infrastructure 
network in large values, the transport network speeds of  over 10,000 miles per hour, a special  
kind of  transport for speed worth the journey from New Yourk across Europe in Shangai in 15  
minutes  at  the  same  time  many  other  kinds  of  transport  and  transport  cooperation  and 
cooperation for transport to a foreign planets, cosmic stellar positions and a new galaxy or other 
unknown  form  of  the  universe.  Then  one  on  development  cooperation  in  industry  and  in 
agriculture. Cooperation in banks and minimal loss of  values only a few trillion Euro in each 
country, with the ability to raise the GDP by several hundred percent. Blocking opportunities 
for collaboration at international fund for development and political cooperation. At the same 
time blocking of  research and development cooperation in the values of  several Triliard Euro 
and  Quadriliard's  euro  in  the  current  situation.  Value  in  many  other  other  directions  and 
terrorism.
At the same time for abuse of  special technologies for creating danger in the form of  mass  
destruction  technology  which  has  the  capability  to  create  influenced  by  the  physical  and 
environmental  movement  in  space  and  the  reality  around  us,  for  instance,  suspicion  of  
committing explosion Indian nuclear submarine, Japan Fukushima Nuclear Generating Station, 
volcanic eruptions, many pdle indication and hint goes on suspected nuclear power Chernobil 
explosion in northern Ukraine, partly burst of  the Russian submarine Kursk in 2000, another 
suspicion based on indicia and indicates that constantly repeat the same form and therefore it is 
possible to label them as evidence concerning the creation foreign policy cooperation for the 
creation  of  a  world  financial  crisis  in  2008.  This  is  due  to  several  plane  crashes  and  life-
threatening  several  political  and  civilian  personnel.  Life-threatening  and  murder  of  several 
political  parties  such  as  Muammar  Kadafi  in  Libya  dated  August  15,  2011.  Suspected  of  
Expanding  the  deadly  Ebola  virus  in  Africa  and  partly  suspicion  of  spreading  the  virus 
MERSK in Arabia. Supported terrorist groups and other movements abroad or in European 
countries.  It  is  also  a  political  blocking  and  manipulating  political  rights  and  information, 
concealment of  evidence, endangering the life or effort for the expansion of  organized crime.  
Much more.
Today is a political steps to create a new world war has, for the European direction as its goal,  
to destroy most of  the governments of  countries around the world, or in the worst case, it may 
be murder 3/4 of  humanity on planet Earth.
Today is the day of  November 16, 2014 and it is today a minimum of  16 years (1998) What is 
the European terrorism directed against my person. Ja I wrote many letters, many letters from 
2010,  letters to European political  formations,  government ministries country,  letters to the 
Senate and Parliament, Letters to the President and the Prime Minister, letters, other political 
parties and organizations or formations on Combating Organised Crime . Until today, no person 
did not respond to these letters and legal situation has not changed, the situation deteriorates 
meetings and lost value rapidly increases. Current evidence for the last few year were stolen and 
deleted from the inbox, blocked for the use or blocked on the published website. To do this, there 
is a constant monitoring of  my people, my actions on the public Internet networks, my private 
mail  and  blocking  positions  and  accounts  on  social  and  communication  networks  of  the 



Internet, blocking many others in other directions and not taking or concealment delivered a 
letter to political  parties.  Tampering with evidence in the form of  theft of  documents and 
trying to block their publication.  That same today goes well  a corruption cooperation with 
courts country corruption on constitutional courts and pravdepdobne before the courts of  the 
European Union. There are creating blockages for judicial services and adequate protection.
European governments own country again lead the police and other civil or political auredni 
person for  support  for  oppression and monitoring  my people  at  the  same time blocked  my 
freedom and testimony. One is about the freedom and harassment against robbing possessions or 
human rights, oppression of  free communication and utilization of  human society, with the help 
of  hypnosis abuse, violence and efforts to publicly ridicule, provocation, supported by global  
terrorism and robbing the country of  most governments around the world. Much more.
European  governments  are  trying  to  block  media  and  communication,  blocking  for  the 
publication  of  the  current  situation.  Blocking  Media  Format  false  information  against  my 
person or threats of  abuse and political rights. Blocking of  free communication and efforts to 
ensure the false moved against me. It is an attempt to prevent media could publish any legal 
information on the current situation and it goes on to block my person. Blocking my people and  
other media groups to help illegal coercion.
Therefore, I want to invite political parties European countries responsible for the initiation of  
cooperation  under  law  and  justice,  the  necessity  of  the  situation  for  the  survival  and 
preservation  of  the  European  civilization  and  society.  Cooperation  which  is  based  on  the 
removal of  barricades and blocking rules. Threatened with removal on my life and liberty or the  
possibility of  using a common communication and the opportunity to travel abroad and use 
health services. At the same time request for an immediate removal of  all of  corrupt function in  
the constitutional structure of  the Court of  governments of  countries and the removal of  every 
corrupt person in the police and military forces.
Today proven by statistics and evidence, because your efforts to create such legal value is not 
existential, then your judgment or any other political and judicial decisions are invalid. Decision 
is void until it arrives judgments from foreign courts have a lower 3/4 court government of  the  
country from all over the planet, the participating countries in the problems and situations with 
full decisions of  the courts of  the country, at the same time determined by the Court of  my 
government, my government under the sovereignty of  the my person and my right. The court 
then Vlady your country and your sovereignty is entitled to issue JUSTICE and valid judgment 
in  the  direction  of  mutual  situations,  the  judgment  of  the  Court  and  the  name  of  your 
country's government.
If  your courts decide on a closed situation without waiting for a decision from the majority of  
the world government of  the country from abroad, then judgment will be presumed invalid and 
without rights if  the judgment against the noble appeal due to corruption or omissions and 
legal process, maybe another situation. Your courts have the right to the judgment which leads 
to condemned a terrorist-employed and people who support or cooperate on terrorism. It is the 
murder of  several hundred million children, robbed of  several Quadriliard's Euros, endangering 
the nation's security, terrorism, organized crime, murder and attempted murder, tampered with 
persons, financial fraud, child rape, many more. Any person who is suspected of  complicity in 
terrorism,  these  persons  must  be  established  at  trial  detention  and  release  from  prison 
investigation is possible only after the end of  court proceedings or after proving innocence on 
cooperation and criminal act.
It is true that it is necessary to immediately imprison anyone policeman or army employees, 
workers at the secret services and security services,  persons who cooperate in any way with 
terrorism, or it can support. It is then necessary to imprison every political person who has 
anything in common with this situation and this situation supports a political entity. Political  
persons must immediately be replaced, it is necessary to immediately remove every person who 



works on this terrorism. Today is officially one of  the biggest terrorist on the planet earth, 
created the greatest genocide in human history,  threats to world peace and justice,  creating 
strong  conflict,  the  pursuit  of  tampering  with  evidence  and  court  proceedings,  threats  to 
witnesses and oppression of  a foreign political party.
Therefore,  every  subsequent  interrogation  must  be  immediately  recorded  and  checked  by 
foreign observers. Because of  the situation in terms of  control of  the investigation, check that 
you can take a person not involved in the affairs of  formats supported terrorism. Therefore 
Authorised persons of  political parties in Africa, South Asia, Arab and Islamic country with 
South America.
Second,  my offer for political  persons that cooperate on terrorism, I will  be able to give an 
offering of  restrained judicial punishment if  you immediately to begin cooperative efforts and 
full value by all rights, rules and the need will be to ensure order and justice, the activity of  
judicial  control  and  safety  ,  removal  of  the  terrorist  threat  and  endangerment,  fraud  and 
assault.
If  you will be a joint operation ensured if  there is to unlock the media and the creation of  
media cooperation, then I'll can I can use restrained judicial punishment.
If  the joint operation not ensure the situation does not change, then I'll be forced to leave the 
minimum amount of  discipline to imprisonment for a minimum term of  imprisonment of  20 
year in jail between criminally responsible group of  persons of  the highest crime cinnitelu, with 
the impossibility of  appeal and communicating with the public. After 20 year of  custodial of  
your freedom, then there may be a punishment to the electric chair or blasted with a nuclear 
bomb in free outer space away from the solar Sistema sun. Other decisions of  the Court of  
punishment will  be decided immediately after documented all the information, evidence and 
information.
Therefore, it is also necessary to immediately start working with media services and encourage 
their  opinion and expression.  It  is  necessary  to  immediately  umoznot  full  value  of  all  the 
communication and collaboration on psravedlnosti and the need to ensure all relative to the 
situation.
Today, European countries can abuse the ignorance of  the situation abroad because Europe is 
blocking  the  right  facts  before  the  media.  Therefore,  the  immediate  need  to  disclose  all 
information truthfully and cooperate for extended information around the world.  European 
governments are ground together with some other governments in foreign country Organization 
for  Security  and Co-operation,  they cooperate  under  common corruption and they support 
organized crime. These persons abuse the ignorance of  the situation in the media, and maintains 
me or another persons in blocking a bad situation. They blocking other persons in the possibility 
to cooperate with me and support our common options.
Subsequently, I wish as the first publication of  information about my oosbe contact my person 
and a link to my website for more information (www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz). It is 
then necessary to publish my project under the name,, Wordle Diamond of  Europe ''. It is a 
project which is based on legal rights and freedoms. Project relating to international politics.  
The project which is led to the creation of  international political sovereignty to the European 
continent,  in  the  countries  that  now  support  terrorism  and  the  country  will  soon  be  in 
accordance  with  International  law overthrow of  their  power.  This  is  an  international  joint 
political sovereignty by the constitution of  the World Diamond. It is the political sovereignty of  
each government land on planet Earth.
The project is legal and not against the project can be raised any objections. The project is 
based on international law and the rights of  the United Nations, also has the right for world 
security and peace,  the rule  against  terrorism,  while  the  large  format on the rules  of  your 
governments or countries, and national constitutional Court.
At the same time I will launch my old project for international cooperation which is the goal of  



eliminating terrorism, crime and danger around the world. The project which is based on the 
peace agreement and the pursuit of  security cooperation. The project that is conducted for the 
unification of  the army and to create the most powerful army on the planet Earth. Armada in  
the values of  several tens of  trillions of  euros for each country's government. Common security 
cooperation, and ensuring world peace and security, a stronger value than that of  the UNSC or 
the OSCE.
At the same time, I want to announce that my person today has many special multi values in  
the direction of  political, economic, legal or organizational and development directions. Today 
may be the value in the direction of  several hundred quadriliard Euro and many important 
steps of  humanity, it is a major step in the history of  mankind since the creation of  the planet  
earth. Today, I can confirmation to declare that I am for humanity, today the largest man since 
the formation of  the planet earth. My real and rights as guaranteed values, values that are 
illegally blocked from European policy, these Fair value accepted my assertion about my person. 
It's true that my party is today for mankind the most important component.
Subsequently,  the value of  my persons in towards Europe,  is  the truth of  life  emuj  is  also 
expensive and valuable. My person can guarantee the future operation of  European civilization 
and society. Safeguard against abuse of  foreign political power and rights, stopping the use of  
the  possibilities  for  fraud  and  abuse  territories.  At  the  same  time,  in  the  direction  of  
development, politics and economics, I'm significant value for European countries and nations, 
strongly more important than European governments.
To conclude short letter, written in my document, I ask Your legally efforts for political support  
and loosening my persons to freedom, so that one of  my first step was to start my project which 
is already several years old. It is a project to build a marine center in international waters, the 
subsequent creation of  large orbital station with civilization orbital station with a distance of  
over 10,000 kilometers from the planet Earth and the ability for the development and use of  
special technology for transport between the Earth and the space station at a speed of  a few 
seconds .  At the same time a special  technology for transport to other planets  in the solar  
Sistema  or  out  of  the  solar  Sistema.  Initiation  of  colonization  of  alien  planets  and  the 
formation of  my new civilization which I had already possess over several years, and ten years.  
At the same time, I will create a special civilization spaceship for the galactic space travel.
I understand that my requirements may seem ridiculous, the truth is that the mixed here enni 
nothing, I have everything thought out and I can say that for over ten years, I able to start such 
a project with a possible successful results.
Therefore, I thank kazdemnu who I am supporting and capitalizing on the biggest co-operation 
actions in the history of  mankind.
Today it is the law which I can at any time in the future to initiate enforcement by means of  a  
foreign court in the country to help the world's armies against terrorism. This is the value which 
every day rise and therefore is advantageous enter into such cooperation immediately and with 
no harassment. It is a certainty that I can a civilization in the future fundamentals and your 
need will free up my way without blocking. Your lock will be useless and the only result is just  
damage to your policy and civilization. Therefore, our joint agreement immediately, it is the 
best option for a better common future, for the future of  your civilization, the future of  foreign 
civilization and the future of  mankind. If  you can realize your values and my real possibilities, 
you then discover that you are the greatest in the history of  dissenters your country. You're the 
worst person from your country and the nation.  Today,  it  is  confirmed that I  am for your  
country and the nation, the best direction that can not be derailed. Your locks are therefore 
suitable for punishment under the form of  really brutal punishment.
Upon the conclusion of  the letter, I thank you for your time, for your patience and we greatly 
appreciate your efforts to me your support, your efforts to encourage inevitably justice, power 
and significant value.



If  you'll have me in your interest to contact, then you can write to me at the email address  
europeanpoliticalprisoner@mypage.cz or Peter.Gottwald@laposte.net. Then it is good to speak 
to my twitter under the name @petergottwald and it is possible to communicate via Facebook. 
If  you're interested in getting more information about my situation, then it is possible to visit  
my site www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz

Thank you and have a nice day, I wish you, from me European political prisoner, Mr.  
Peter Gottwald, the future King of  your country and many important values
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